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Your guide to planning and managing the
most amazing new business marketing
event your customers have ever attended!

The Ultimate
New Business
Kickstart Strategy
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The Dragon’s Den
Focus on the Reward not the Risk
A launch is one of the most exciting out-reach
or field marketing exercises that any company
could do. You get to plan everything in advance,
take centre stage and then present the ‘Big
Reveal’. It’s the perfect time and place to show
new customers how great your business really
is and how you want to treat them in the future.
Every business wants to generate new income,
but what is the most effective way to do this?
The tried and tested strategies of cold-calling,
email, direct mail, advertising (banners and
magazines) are still valid to an extent, however,
there are seriously diminishing returns. Your
potential customers know they can jump
on to the Internet and source all the latest
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information, pricing and reviews without having
to speak to your salespeople, so a different
approach is needed.
There have been countless new ideas and ‘de
rigueur’ marketing methods that were supposed
to bring in thousands in revenue and yet the
same processes still exist: attract, convince and
convert. So how do you get started? how do
you keep going? and what happens if you run
out of steam?
Video, exhibitions, networking, breakfast
briefings and lunchtime learning have become
a staple for new business development
strategies, but business owners are always

thinking “what’s in it for me”, which is the major
challenge to ensure they attend your event.
Whether you’re a start-up, want to re-establish
your business or want to promote a new
product, the only thing separating you from your
competition is the way you present to them –
you have just as much opportunity as anyone
else, so it boils down to your creativity and
impact.
A launch is a simple and effective ‘kickstart’
strategy, foundational to the success of
your project, no matter the sales-cycle. A
launch exploits the ‘wow-factor’ and engages
your prospects and potential customers by

combining presentation, demonstration
and hospitality, let’s face it, everyone likes
to be looked after.
A launch is the ultimate ‘targeted strategy’
to help you present your business and/or
products in a slick professional manner,
making the customers the ‘star’ of the
show and at the same time convincing
them why they should buy from you. Your
launch activities will also deliver accurate
analytics for your future development as a
business.
Why use a Launch Approach?
•

Social proof for investment

•

Proof of concept

•

Attract new prospects

•

Launch a new product

What’s in it for you…
•

Presenting/selling to a receptive
audience

•

Video & Photography

•

Blog Articles

•

Social Media Content
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Your Event Planning Mindset
You don’t need me to remind you that your
event is about attracting new customers and
generating new, profitable business. However,
some employees tend to forget this essential
element of field marketing and think that it’s
a bit of a jolly! Or it’s just another set of tasks
added to an already busy schedule of theirs.
So, the focus must be on profitability.

The Right Attitude
Having the right attitude and expectations for
your event is essential; make them too high
and everyone gets stressed out, too low and
the attendees will know it. Try and think about
your event as selling at scale and condensing
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the sales cycle. Everyone knows why they are
at your event, so there’s something in it for you
and something in it for the prospects. It’s at this
point you begin to differentiate your company
from the competition. And yes, it does involve
demonstrating your generosity and hospitality.

Allowing yourself time
Selling to one person or one company at a
time can be time consuming. Selling to 100
people in a room takes much less time, but
requires planning, thought and a fair amount
of preparation time to make sure everything is
covered, so don’t try and do too much too soon.
But the rewards can be amazing.

Decide upon your target audience before
anything else
The first step — before you do anything else
— should be to define clearly who your target
audience is. From this all the other decisions
will fall into place in terms of format, content,
location etc. This structured approach will also
help you to stay focused on achieving specific
goals and not allowing the scope to become too
broad or watered down.

Have a clear business purpose for holding
the event
Before you can begin planning a successful

event, be clear on why you are doing it in
the first place, because every decision after
that should support your main goal. Is it lead
generation? Is it to create awareness of your
company or a particular product? Is it to
develop customer loyalty? Make sure the team
is aware of the purpose, so that you don’t have
“scope creep.”

Watch out for other industry events when
setting a date
Check the calendar. Make sure you don’t plan
your event on or too close to staff holidays or
popular holiday times. It’s just as important
to check for other events that your target
attendees might be going to.

Be flexible with changes in size, location
and other details
You may find that your event changes in size,
location, and various other ways than you
originally planned. This is normal as long as
you don’t lose sight of the reason you’re doing
all this work in the first place, so allow yourself
some flexibility.

Know your limitations
We all know the goal is to present a great live
event. To that end, you also have to be aware
of what you can realistically do — be it budget
or time-wise. If you decide to throw a live event

in a week’s time, plan for a small
intimate affair. If it’s a big event,
prepare several months ahead. If the
budget is small, you may have to
counterbalance with creativity and
a lot of in-house work.

Create SMART goals
Always start with strategy.
Just like building any
business, great events start
with a strong, thoughtful and
measurable strategy. Live
events are an amazing way to
share your brand, connect with
your target market, get feedback
on your product (and more!), but you need to
know what you are trying to achieve. Stick with
SMART goals and outline what you are aiming
for. Then make sure that you proceed in line
with reaching these goals. (SMART: Specific,
Measurable, Attainable, Relevant & Timely).

Imagine the event and then devise a
contingency plan
Be prepared for the unexpected. Maybe the
sound system fails. Maybe a presenter fails
to turn up. Can you cope and move on?
Make a list of what could go wrong and
what contingency plan you will put in
place.
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Budget vs Lifetime Value of Customers (LTV)
Initial thoughts lean towards thinking “what is
a sensible budget to put aside for the event?”
First, look at how much revenue your customers
normally bring into the company. Not just the
first sale, but over say, three to five years. And
focus on the gross profit (even net profit), not
the turnover.
You need to be fully aware of the possible
financial benefits before you embark on a
strategy that will cost up-front (but will be
worth It in the end).
Once you’ve identified the typical long-term
income, you can probably justify the cost of
a ‘launch’ event by calculating the potential
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income of a percentage of the attendees in a
room.

Budget
Whether you invite five people or 125, a launch
has a higher return on investment and therefore
a lower cost per head than any other marketing
approach. Keep reading to see what we recommend you do for a successful and memorable
launch.

Funding
If you are a reseller for products or if you have
close ties with other suppliers, think about

involving them and especially asking for them
to pay for or contribute financially to your event.
Remember the Bible saying: You have not, because you ask not! – James 4:3.
Create an expense budget – and save money
through sponsor donations.
Events tend to cost more than you. Make a
comprehensive list of all the expenses and then
highlight areas where you think sponsors can
play a role to offer something “in kind.” The
more you work with other brands and partners
to host your events, the more you can save.
Like shooting fish in a barrel!

Remember, you are going to present to
a carefully selected group of ideal new
businesses, in a staged and quantifiable
environment with a clear long-term-value
identified in advance. They’re getting to attend
an enjoyable event, whilst knowing that you’re
intending to sell to them.

At the same time, you’re also creating new
content for your blogs, website, social media
and general PR, all whilst keeping to a budget,
even if it does include
prize draws,
freebies and giveaways!
What
could be
more
exhilarating!
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The Event Format - Fanfare or Canapes
There is a clear question to be answered; what
do you want to achieve? The last thing you
want to do is waste this opportunity by laying
on the wrong type of event.

For a Product Launch
If you’re planning on a Product Launch and
want a fanfare to usher in the new product, then
there are some necessary components you
need to include such as:
•

A product demonstration

•

Having advocates around to share their
successes

•

Showing some panache and style
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•

Getting your product in to their hands

•

Planning the next move for your business
relationship with the attendees

To Start New Relationships
For a general event, its all about rubbing
shoulders with new potential customers.
If you maintain the understanding that your
guests are thinking ‘what’s in it for me’ (so
include serving drinks and canapes!), then you’ll
be on the right track.
Think about what you can do for them. It could
be that you engage a speaker, a sportsman

even an entertainer. Your objective is to offer
something that is of interest to your guests,
either to make them laugh or to engage their
brains by using a more serious business-like
approach.

Content is Still King
One of the big problems in marketing today is
the lack of available content businesses are
able to use to demonstrate who they are and
what they are!
We already know ‘people buy people’ yet all too
often, marketing departments output articles
about products and not what people are

actually interested in. Your event is
the most content rich opportunity you
can have and therefore, you need to
exploit it for all its wortrh.
Your business needs to record
every detail of the event and
afterwards, create multiple
articles, videos, photo posts,
memes, you name it, to keep
your business activities front
and centre of the people you
most want to sell to.
This visibility approach is in
keeping with our sX Social 334
strategy which suggests you post
three items of content every day for
as long as you have available content
and then repeat the process.
If you haven’t already, download our
salesXchange Guide and read how
we recommend you approach
content distribution via
social media.
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Recording the Event & Video
Production

Filming Ideas:
•

Drone shots of the venue

There are various reasons to embrace
video, not least of all because 70%
B2B buyers watch video during sales
process of which 48% watch more than
30 mins. There’s also a 19% increased
open rate with video in subject line and
4 times more buyers prefer video! But
the main deciding factor is to present
your business in the most exciting and
professional manner possible.

•

Walk-through from carpark to event
room

•

Your event exhibition stand/platform

•

Guests arriving

•

Guests enjoying a ‘welcome drink’

•

Intro by CEO

•

Overhead filming of guests
networking

•

1st speaker – 2/3 camera angles

From the slick introduction to the
opening credits, the smooth panning
and editing, to the final call-to-action,
all these elements, on video, mean that
you’re selling 24/7 and exposing your
business to the ‘danger’ of writing more
business than ever before.

•

2nd speaker – 2/3 camera angles

•

Guest comment/testimonial booth

•

Prize Draws, Demonstrations,
Networking

•

Guests leaving

•

Closing comment from staff and CEO

Making a big push with video at your
launch event is essential, simply because
there are so many different opportunities
to capture classic business moments,
that you will finish your event with
enough content to last for a very long
time. Even when it’s been updated, the
content will stay in your archives.

After the event, your video company will
have more than enough footage to create
a complete video from start to finish of
the event and have plenty left over to
create additional video to support your
content distribution plans (Download our
White Paper ‘Memorable Content and
Automated Distribution’).
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Photography

Food, drinks and general hospitality?

There are multiple opportunities to grow
your marketing assets in the form of
photographs. Whether they are simple
smiling conversation shots or people
looking intently at your presenter or a
demonstration. The objective is to acquire
as many high-resolution images as you
can from your event so that you can use
the images on your website, newsletters
and marketing assets and for any external
PR you plan to do.

Genreally speaking, you shuld offer
whatever you like to eat and drink at an
event. Make sure you offer hospitality
that is worthy of the palate and position of
your guests.

The photography will follow a similar
format to the video:
•

Outside shots of the venue

•

Event room before guests arrive

•

Your event exhibition stand

•

Guests arriving – multiple shots in the
Event lobby

•

Guests enjoying a ‘welcome drink’

•

CEO - Branded backdrops and lighting

•

Guests whilst networking or eating

•

Prize Draws, Demonstrations,
Networking

•

Guests leaving

•

Staff at work

It doesn’t have to be silver service and
white gloved waiters, but you do want to
show your hospitality to your prospective
new customers. (You’re not going to get
challenged with a ‘Bribery & Corruption’
notice for simply feeding someone in a
way you deem fit) Also, remember to offer
vegetarian/vegan menu options too.
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Launch Like Steve Jobs
The Steve Jobs YouTube videos of his
presentations are by far the most watched of
their kind on the internet, surpassing the others
by 100’s of 1,000’s. The successes of these
keynotes speak for themselves:
•

The iPad sold 300,000+ Wi-Fi-only units on
launch day!

•

The iPhone 3G sold over a million units on its
launch weekend!

•

The iPhone 4 sold 1.7 million units within
three days!

Jobs doesn’t just talk about what the Apple
product does or why it’s superior; he goes out
of his way to show them a compelling picture
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of how it’s going to make their life better and
that’s what gets people excited.
Like Jobs, do something none of your
competitors has ever done before; take a
position that’s bold and imaginative, paint a
picture of the future that your customers want
to live in, and then put your whole company into
motion to create that vision.
Steve Jobs isn’t so much a speaker as a
showman, spending weeks leading up to the
launch planning his every word and gesture, so
it leaves the audience spellbound. And who do
you have at centre stage? None other than the
CEO of your company, yes you!.

The point is that you need to think through
your presentations and product launch events.
Deliberately plan what information you’re going
to release and when, who you want talking
about you, and how you can turn your product
launch/event into something worth talking
about.
You may not have whole departments of PR and
marketers, but you can lay on a launch that will
impress people, even if the only person working
on it is you.

Useful publications
Its always advisable to get some books that will
help your team get their creative juices going
to help with your event, so here are a few to get
you going.
•

The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs by
Carmine Gallo

•

Resonate by Nancy Duarte

•

Slide:ology by Nancy Duarte

•

Presentation Zen by Garr Reynolds

•

Life’s a Pitch by Stephen Bailey & Roger
Mavity

•

The Presentation Coach by Graham Davies

•

The 45 Second Presentation that will change
your life by Don Failla
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Setting the Scene
Controlling Your Environment for the Ultimate Pitch
A Great First Impression!

Presenting your company?

Layout Considerations

You don’t get a second chance at a first
impression! It’s easy to go cheap; book a room,
order some coffee and biscuits and switch on
the projector. But will that really impress your
customers, especially if you’re selling a high
value product?

We recommend adopting the Exhibition Stand
approach to ‘wow’ your guests when they enter
the event room. Firstly, they’re not expecting
it and secondly, it shows them how committed
you are about presenting your products in a
highly professional manner compared to your
competition. Imagine the effect the example
below would have on your visitors!

•

Audio (PA System & Background Music)

•

Branded lighting in the event room

•

Branded decorations for hotel lobby areas

•

Popup Banners & Flags – Main Entrances

•

Branded lanyards

•

Room Diagram & Seating Displays

You can choose from amazing ten-foot high
video walls and bespoke exhibition display
stands to a buffet lunch or silver service dinner.
From branded décor and banner flags to strobe
lights and dry ice smoke machines for the big
reveal, it all depends on you, your products, your
audience and your budget.
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Go Large or Go Home!
Agreed, some event platforms may be out of
reach for some budgets, however, you need to
think differently about your first impressions
and be as creative as your team and budget will
allow.
The possibilities are endless...
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Your Event, Your Style!
Choosing Your Event Layout
Keep in mind that your customers or prospects
will get their first impression of you as soon as
they walk in to the room. You want to amaze
them and give them a very warm feeling.
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The layout below illustrates a typical sized
event room at a hotel, allowing for a place to
present and an exhibition type stand to present
the company.
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Expect Perfection!
Planning Down to the Last Detail
General Planning

Launch Timeline

Project Plan

Marketing technology and data plays a major
part in the planning stage, ensuring you have
the right size and quality of database contacts
to attract the desired number of attendees.

There are a variety of activities that lead to
a successful event, the art is writing them
down and making sure everyone knows what’s
expected of them.

Events can be enormously successful; however,
they don’t just happen overnight, events take
some planning, and the longer you allow, the
more productive they will be.

Whilst the marketing plan is designed to
attract the audience, it is important to monitor
accepted invitations, including the follow-up
and post event contact.
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Tag Prospects in MAP

Begin Outbound Campaign
Develop Launch Plan

Test Product

Beta Test Product

Analyst Brieﬁng

Conﬁrm Budget

60 - 90 Days

Book Venue

Clean Database
Review Segmentation & Personas

Measure ROI

Email Follow Up

Book Staff

Identify Persona Activity

Event Collateral

30 - 60 Days

Photography

Graphic Design

Blog Posts

Book & Plan Video

Presentation Rehersals

Marketing Assets

90 - 120 Days

Assign Resources

Thought-Leadership Articles

PR Brieﬁngs

0 - 30 Days

Complete Content Delivery
Icebreakers!

Book Exhibition Platform

Reconﬁrm Attendance

Launch
Day

Post Launch

Press & PR
Enjoy!!!

Convert & Close
Obtain Feedback

Dietary Conﬁrmation

Your Marketing Plan
Create a marketing plan for the event. The more
organised you are, the more professional your
event will be. Be tireless in your efforts or your
event will fall short of your expectations. You
want your event to be a success and wellattended, therefore market, market, market and
market some more.

Identify Target Audiences
When creating your launch strategy, it’s
important to clearly define your target
audiences, their pain points and why they
should care about your products and services.

You must go beyond simple demographic
information and incorporate insights around
interests, motivators and research sources. It
can also be helpful to conduct interviews with
your sales team and even clients and prospects.

Define good reason(s) for people to show
up, tell them ‘what’s in it for them’
What’s the draw for attendees? You need to
define WHAT you’re doing at the event to attract
those targeted attendees. What would your
billboard say? It might be educational content
or an exciting, well-known expert speaker.

Whatever it is, don’t lose the connection
with why you want this particular audience
clamouring to get in – you want to sell to them!

Write down why your target market should
attend
When promoting an event be sure to tell your
target market what they will learn, who they
will meet and why they should be there. Don’t
assume they will work it out for themselves or
even read all of the content you produce prior to
the event.
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Databases & CRM
Firstly, start with your existing database. If
it’s untapped, then start cleaning it up, making
sure you have the right names and email
addresses etc. It’s a well-known fact that
most databases go out-of-date pretty quickly
and with GDPR, it’s important to make sure
you are communicating with people who have
expressed a preference to keep in touch or
they are going to be ‘first-timers’ who you
can say would have a genuine interest in your
product(s).

Segmentation
No organisation can be everything to everyone.
The narrower your approach, the higher the
odds are of connecting with the people and
businesses you prefer. Think about the event
and the mix of people and businesses and how
they will interact. You and your team won’t be
able to speak to everyone individually, so it will
be important to get the mix right, so they can
enjoy each other’s company.

Personas
When creating your invitation content, and
keeping in mind the above segmentation,
instruct your marketing team to write for the
different types of people. This should be along
the lines of CEO, Manager, influencer, decision
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maker, existing customer, new customer and
so on. The more relevant and personal you
can make the correspondence the higher the
likelihood they will attend.

Additionally, you can:

Develop Lead Workflow: Resulting in
Invitations
Your lead workflow will take the form of first
contact, follow-up email, second follow-up and
so on. Any email sent must have an appropriate
‘call-to-action’ and a link to a landing page
where they can confirm their acceptance to
attend. It is advisable to record a short video
to reinforce your message on the landing page.
Personally, I believe that a combination of email
invitations with PDFs and direct mail ‘card’
invitations is the best way to engage with a new
audience. The fact that you are ‘confirming’ in
writing is a nice touch amidst all the electronic
options.

Online social site pre-events to promote the
main event
Try holding a Facebook Live, YouTube Live,
Zoom or group Skype Call. Get on Twitter a few
weeks before the main event too. Invite a few of
your speakers to participate in the online social
events. Give a preview of what’s to come at the
main event by doing some discussion of what
speakers will cover or highlight the activities.

•

Buy advertising on social media networks
(LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter)

•

Create video(s) for YouTube

•

Get bloggers involved

•

Use www.meetup.com

•

Use www.eventbrite.com

•

Get listed on sites that cater for your
business

•

Offer local partners an incentive to promote
you

•

Make it easy for your speakers to promote to
their followers

Marketing Assets
Create Messaging and Document Unique
Differentiators
You and your team may need to take a hard
look at how your product solves a customer
problem and what makes it different from
other products currently available in the
marketplace. Use this to document your key
messages and unique differentiators that you
want to highlight throughout the launch. Your
messaging and unique differentiators will drive
your conversations with the media, prospects,
analysts and other industry influencers. This
is where assets such as White Papers become
very useful to help everyone narrow their focus
on what’s important.

Plan Your Content Marketing Activities
You will need a variety of content marketing
materials to support your event/product launch
marketing activities. This includes product
specification sheets, video demos, blog posts,
website content and media pitches.

Brochures, Promotional Items, Name
Badges & Lanyards
Depending on the overall event plan, it is
important that the event is not simply an
opportunity to get rid of the old material that’s

been gathering dust. The ‘event’ is expected
to be a culmination of a few months’ work
that results in business people being superimpressed with your event and eager to
begin their new customer journey with you,
wanting to experience more of the same and
of course, to realise the benefit of your product
in their business, i.e. for them to make a
profit. So expect to produce new graphics and
presentation material to support this.

one should be pressuring you. It’s your event to
be achieved in your timescale and budget.

Checklists
Make a list of everything including lighting
and public transportation, to content and
refreshments
When you decide to have an event, everything
matters. From program content and lighting to
transportation and parking — everything counts.
And your audience will attribute everything to
you and your brand. Making a list will ensure
you don’t overlook things.
Some additional lists to consider can include:
Pre-Launch, The Launch, Post Launch, Support
Services, Sales Tools and your channel
connections and their activities.
As you can see over the next pages, there is
plenty to think about and organise. The key is
to not let it be overwhelming and to focus on
one stage at a time. There is no rush, and no
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General Event Project

Marketing

Lead Generation

•

Long term objective

•

Call-to-Action Assets to be used;

•

Long term customer journey

General

•

- White Papers, Downloads, Offers

•

Desired number of Attendees

•

Thought Leadership Articles

•

Required KPIs to win Attendees

•

Banner Advertising Partners

•

Event Format - Food, served/buffet

•

Pay-Per-Click - Facebook, LinkedIn

•

Desired First Impression (Design/Branding)

•

Articles/Blogs

•

Beta Test Product

•

Adverts + Free Downloads

•

Confirm Costs vs Budget

•

Videos

•

Book event venue

•

Social Amplification - See sX Social 334 ©

•

Book food & drink

•

Identify Hashtags

•

Book exhibition display platform

•

Clean Database - Cold-Calling!

•

Book staff to attend/support

•

•

Book video company

Identify and TAG prospects in Automation
Platform

•

Book photographers

•

Book speakers (Paid or Staff)

•

Order ‘Freebies’

•

Order items for Prize Draw

•

Book Equipment to be demonstrated

•

Powerpoint, Video, SFX, AV

•

Scope the Launch Marketing Plan

•

Identify Target Audience

•

Identify Segmentation & Personas

•

Build Media and Influencer Databases

•

Define Segmentat’ and Persona Marketing

•

Define the company ‘Story’ for the event

•

Define ‘Content Opportunities’ for the event

•

- Video, Photography, Speakers

•

Define Content Placement Locations

•

- Guest Articles, Editorial, Advertorial

•

- Blogs, Social Media, Comments/Forums

Marketing Assets

Email/Automation

•

What is available/required?; Brochures etc

•

Automated RSVP + Follow-up Reminders

•

Differentiators; White Papers

•

Marketing out-reach - Start Date

•

Plan Content Marketing Activities

•

Define Email MAP Campaign Sequences

•

Confirm Content Marketing completion date

•

1. Main Emails

•

2. Main Emails Follow up

•

3. Clicked - ‘No’ Response

PR

Graphic Design

•

Schedule PR Briefings

•

Landing Page & Email Graphics

•

4. Clicked - ‘Yes’ Response

•

Define Storyboard

•

Identification Badge Graphics & Lanyards

•

5. ‘Yes’ Response Email Sequence

•

Spokespeople Identified

•

Social Media Banners Adverts

•

Press Release Sequence

•

Pop up Banners

•

25, 50- and 100-word description

•

Event Handouts

•

Analyst/Press Presentation (new product)

•

Brochures

•

Photo/Video/Infographics

•

Exhibition display signage

•

Speaking Opportunities

•

Event room décor & seating plan
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Website
•

Website Copy

•

Identify Keywords, SEO, SEM

•

Links to event Landing Page(s)

•

Event Sign-up Forms

•

Review website menu and navigation

Pre Launch

The Launch

Post Launch

•

Test Product before Analyst Briefing

•

Company Arrival Time

•

Email follow-up

•

Analyst Briefing

•

Guest Arrival time

•

Schedule blog posts

•

Presentation Rehersals

•

Banner Stand Location

•

Post videos to YouTube & Social Media

•

Event Collateral Location

•

Guest Seating Plan Visible

•

Identify persona based activity

•

Gift Presentation/Location/timing

•

Timing Guide Distributed

•

Request feedback

•

Prize Draw Approach

•

Video Booth Setup to Record Customers

•

Discuss ‘icebreakers’ with attending staff

•

Photographer Direction

•

Staff Duties; Meet & Greet, Table Attendance

•

Video Direction

•

Launch Timing: Creation

•

Lighting in place

•

Launch Timing: Distribution

•

Order Forms

•

Plan direction for video

•

Plan direction for photography

•

Reconfirm attendance w/marketing

•

Finalise Dietary requirements

•

Spare emergency technology (laptops etc)
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The Warm Up
Tell them the Launch Date and tell them again!!!
Pre-Launch

RSVP + Follow-up Reminders

Train Your Media Spokespeople

Once a CEO or attendee has confirmed they’re
attending, then it’s up to you to reconfirm and
reconfirm again, keeping in touch with them
and reiterating that it’s coming, it’s coming, it’s
coming…

Select a few key people with a range of expertise from your organisation to handle media
interviews and article requests. This should
include experts from the product development
side as well as C-level executives such as
your CEO or CMO. Be sure to provide adequate
preparation prior to a media interview, such as
anticipated interview questions and key points
to hit during the interview. But this all depends
on how wide-reaching you want your event to
be.
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Create a timetable, distribute it and stick to
it
This is only a small matter, but seriously important. Once you have decided on a timetable for
the event and you are comfortable with executing it, distribute it to your guests. This is especially useful if you are able to secure additional

speakers after the initial invitations are sent
out. It also shows your determination to stick
to the five ‘P’s’ ‘Perfect Preparation Prevents
Poor Performance’

Identify Support Personnel
There will be a project/event manager from your
company. Everyone will take his/her lead. It’s
also important that you are able to run through
everything with the event location manager
of the hotel. Make sure you have their mobile
number just in case there are any last-minute
requests.

Delegate responsibilities
No matter the size of your business, always try
to delegate responsibilities. Having one person
in charge of every detail typically doesn’t work
out well. Whenever possible, let people take
control of the areas they most enjoy. For example, let the foodie in your company handle the
catering details. The more someone enjoys their
responsibilities, the more likely they will carry
them out with success. Also, look for suppliers
who work with small businesses or who would
be happy to get involved.

Follow up – and follow up again
Check in early and often. Though no one wants
to be micromanaged, make sure that employees and suppliers are on track with their event
duties. As long as people know you expect
updates from time to time, they are less likely
to become frustrated when you call or email for
one.

Rehearse, Rehearse, Rehearse
You know your business, but do not assume
that you know how to put on a presentation.
Practice giving your presentation, answering
questions and handling difficult and
confrontational members of the audience. The
more prepared you are the better. Steve Jobs
would rehearse for weeks before his keynote

speeches. Applying the same attention to detail
will make your launch an exceptional success.

Prize Draws & Gifts
Prize Draws
Give them something they’ll never forget!
Drones, iPads, iWatch, Digital Accessories, Red
Letter Days, the list is endless, but the real key
is not to go cheap. The reason for the event is
to impress and to get your guests to remember
you and register more than just a passing interest in your products. You want the event to be
the beginning of a great new business relationship.

Gifts
Let’s face it, everyone likes to receive good gifts
and your event is an ideal opportunity to demonstrate your generosity and show everyone
how much you value those connected to you.
Think about providing pre-printed “goodie” bags
with brochures, business cards and an executive gift.
As a rule of thumb, simply do what you’re
comfortable with and offer what you would like
to receive as a CEO; perhaps it’s best not to let
junior staff make the decision on this (or they’ll
end up giving away PlayStations and Xboxes!).
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The Main Event
Where Your Hard Work Pays Off
The Launch Timetable (Act 1-10)
•

Act 1

Welcome Pre-event drinks… 						

30 Mins

•

Act 2

The Introduction by the MC - The Format for the event		

1 Min

•

Act 3

MC announces - 1st Speaker						

10 Mins

•

Act 4

MC announces - Time for food etc.					

45 Mins

•

Act 5

MC announces - 2nd Speaker - The Big Reveal			

10 Mins

•

Act 6

MC announces - 3rd Speaker						

10 Mins

•

Act 7

MC announces - 4th Speaker - The ‘Give-a-Way’ Segment		

10 Mins

•

Act 8

Networking & Time to mingle						

30 Mins

•

Act 9

The Credits & Close - See you all soon…				

5 Mins

•

Act 10

Networking to continue until close of event
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Rule No.1 - Stick to the time-table!
Your visitors will be looking at your ability to
deliver on time and the more efficient you are
during your event the happier and less fidgety
they will be.

Rule No.2 - Obey the Ten-Minute Rule

the speaker’s energy. Speaking about your
business and what you do — without offering
the audience what THEY need — is a waste of
time and money for everyone.

Your attitude & looking your best

Make sure that you plan your presentation with
a significant ‘switch’ after each ten-minute
segment. The reason; our brains switch off
after ten minutes unless something else
stimulates us. It could be a short video, a
demonstration, a new speaker, anything as long
as it switches the momentum.

Look the part and choose your most distinctive
suit/look. People remember how comfortable
you are in your own skin. Your guests will also
play off your attitude and dynamics during the
event. Lead by example and have a good time,
setting expectations carefully – then deliver.
Ensure that the audience has a GREAT (not
good) experience; and that you give them what
they expected from attending.

Death by PowerPoint

The Call-to-Action

This is not an option. Stick to the above rules
and buy two books; Presentation Secrets of
Steve Jobs by Carmine Gallo and Resonate by
Nancy Duarte for some invaluable intelligence
on presentations, making the attendee the hero
and speaking to fully engage your audience.

Your audience are sitting there with batedbreath, hanging on your every word, waiting for
the next nugget of wisdom! Now it’s your job to
ask them if they would like to join you on your
journey.

Always ask yourself: How is this relevant to
our attendees?
Make sure you are offering content that is
relevant to over 80% of the audience. The
audience must walk away with tangible tactics
to improve their business and they must feel

Make sure you have order forms or whatever is
required to engage with the audience to provide
something they can sign. You could also offer
‘one-off’ special deals or a deal if five or more
want to buy/order there and then.
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Take a Bow
Bask in the Glory
Post-Launch Analysis
The room has been packed down and you have
returned to your office. Now is the time to review the event and especially any feedback your
staff can provide from sitting on the tables with
the guests.
From a standard marketing and manners perspective, this is the time to send out emails
thanking the attendees for an enjoyable event;
consider the following points:
•

Email - Thank you for joining us

•

Getting Feedback

•

Follow-up content and videos
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•

Follow-up meetings

•

Event Special offer

•

Can they sign up to your Newsletter

Conclusion...
Why you need to do this?
If you’ve been in business for any length of time,
it is quite possible you’ve tried the cold-calling,
direct mail and exhibition approaches and, well,
you know the results.
Marketing today needs a different angle. All the
so-called ‘clever-little-ideas’ have been tried
out and relegated to the dustbin because if they
worked we’d all still be using them now.
sX Launch is not completely revolutionary, it’s
simply an adjustment on the way business and
people can approach certain events, expressly
to generate new business.

We see generating new business as an exciting
prospect but one that demands a certain
amount of investment in time and money, but
the key element is addressing the ‘whats-in-itfor-me’ issue.

What’s your next move...

No one would blindly turn up to an event or
exhibition unless there was a percieved value
in it. And sX Launch lays it out upfront - it’s
all about new business and attracting new
customers with style and panache.

Let’s have a chat and see how we can help…call
us on 0800 970 9751

•

What’s next on your agenda?

•

Have we got you thinking?

•

What have you got in mind?
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Contact
How did you get on?

Need some help?

If you have an existing marketing team and
don’t need to outsource any marketing, let us
know how you got on and how you used or
adapted sX Launch.

Want to have a chat? Call us on 0800 970 9751

We want to start a new business community
that shares ideas, so if would like some
additional exposure, let us know and we’ll post
your campaign on our LinkedIn and Facebook
pages to give you some more coverage.

Prefer to email; info@salesxchange.co.uk
Of course, we’d love you to follow us on
LinkedIn or Facebook, just type in salesXchange
and you’ll find us.

x

We’d also love to hear your stats and how many
new enquiries you’re getting.

s
www.salesXchange.co.uk
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